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If N is a closed normal subgroup of a locally compact group If. and if L is an H- 
invariant unitary irreducible representation of N. then it is known that there exists 
an irreducible unitary representation p of H whose restriction to N is a multiple of 
L. The representation p is important in Mackcy’s theory, but it is not constructively 
defined and it is often diff%ult to determine p explicitly. In this paper the continuity 
properties of the assignment L to p are studied. The kinds of continuity conditions 
possible are investigated and a theorem for a special case is proved. 
Let N be a closed normal subgroup of a separable locally compact group 
G, and let L be an irreducible unitary representation of N. We shall not 
distinguish between irreducible representations of a group and the elements 
of its dual space. As in [ 121, we make the following definitions. If g is in G. 
define the representation L o g of N by [L 0 gl,, = L,,,, ,, . The stabilit~~ 
subgroup H (or H,) of G for L is the set of all g for which L 0 g is 
equivalent to L. As Mackey pointed out, not every stability group is closed. 
although they always are closed if N is of type I. 
The symbol fiL denotes the set of all irreducible representations p, of the 
stability subgroup H,, for L, for which p I!, is equivalent to a multiple of L. 
This set A,, is one of the key ingredients in Mackey’s analysis. and the fact 
that it is nonempty is not even a triviality. Although it can be verified in 
other ways, Mackey showed it by proving the existence of a multiplier 
representation M of HL which extends L. He then used this M to establish a 
one to-one correspondence between the set fi,~ and a certain multiplier dual 
space 1 (H,. /N)^)” (known to be nonempty) of the “little group” H,. /N. The 
multiplier representation M is called a “Mackey extension of L,” and the 
multiplier CO is called a “Mackey multiplier associated to L.” The assignment 
I, + M is the one part of Mackey’s procedure which is not constructive. The 
representation M is not unique, and it is often difficult to determine it 
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explicitly. In this paper, we study the continuity properties of the assignment 
L-M. 
In 171, Fell defined the topological space Q!(G) of all subgroup- 
representation pairs (H, V), where H is a closed subgroup of G and V is an 
irreducible representation of H. He showed that in this topology the 
processes of inducing, of restricting, and of forming Kronecker products 
have some continuity properties. Clearly, the following question is a natural 
one. 
0.1. PROBLEM. Let X be a parameter space and let f be a continuous 
map of X into a(G). Suppose that f(x) = (N(x), L(x)), where each N(x) is 
normal and each stability subgroup HLtxI is closed. Under what conditions 
does there exist a continuous map g of X into Q(G) such that 
g(x) = (HLCxj, p(x)) with p(x) being an element of (HLCxj);CxI for every x in 
X? Such a map g will be called a “continuous extension ofj” 
Remark 1. Any smoothness of such a map g is intimately related to 
smooth choices of the Mackey extensions of the L(x)‘s and the Mackey 
multipliers associated to the L(x)‘s. This remark is meant as an explanation 
of the title to this paper. 
Remark 2. Problem 0.1 can be phrased as a question of the existence of 
a continuous selection. From that point of view, there are Bore1 analogs. See 
the related results in [ 11. 
The existence of this kind of continuous extension of representations has 
an immediate application to problems concerning the topology in the dual 
space of a group extension. See Proposition 1.1 below. In addition, the main 
result of this paper is used in a crucial way in [2] to show that certain 
induced representations are not CCR-representations. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
As an example of how continuous extensions can be used, we give 
1.1. PROPOSITION. Let N be a type I closed normal subgroup of a 
separable locally compact group G, let 0 be a G-orbit in fi, and Go denote 
the subset of d consisting of the elements 71 of d for which ~1,. is concen- 
trated on 0. Let X be the closure of 0, and define f from X into A(G) by 
f(x) = (N, x). Assume that a continuous extension g off exists. Then, tf 0 is 
not closed in fi, then 6, is not closed in 6. 
Proof Write g(x) = (G,, p(x)). Let [x,] be a sequence of elements of 0 
which converges to an element x not in 0. Then, for each n, the represen- 
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tation rc, = INDFH,,n,, @(x,)) belongs to 6,) and the sequence [ rr, ] converges 
to INDli,X,@(x)) which does not belong to 6,. 
The following theorem gives a semi-positive anser to Problem 0.1 for the 
most elementary parameter space, a simple convergent sequence. 
1.2. THEOREM. Suppose [ (Nj, L,i)] is a sequence in U(G) which 
converges to a pair (N, L). Assume that each Nj (and, hence, also N) is 
normal, and that the stability subgroup HILT,, is closed for each j. Then for 
each j there exists an element p,i of (H,,j,)CISi, such that some subsequence of 
the sequence lWcL,)2 pi> 1 converges to a pair (H’, p’) in Q’(G). 
Remark. In general, the subgroup H’ may not even be contained in the 
stability subgroup H,, and p’ In. need not be equivalent to a multiple of L. If. 
however, each Li is a character (one-dimensional representation), then H’ is 
contained in H,.,, and p’ I.&, is a multiple of L. 
Proof Let LJi denote the induced representation IND~:‘~J”(L~), and 
decompose Ui as a direct integral J as,) pS dp!(s), where S’ is a countably- 
separated Bore1 space, pi is a finite Bore1 measure on S’, and each p’ is 
irreducible. By inspection, we see that uj I(,,,) is equivalent to a multiple of 
Li. Hence, for almost all s in s’, pS l(,vij is equivalent to a multiple of L,, 
whence ps belongs to (H,,j,)yL,, for almost all s. (See. e.g., [8, Theorem 2. I ]. 
Some subsequence of the sequence [HtLj, ] converges in the space of closed 
subgroups of G to a subgroup H’. Our theorem now follows from the 
continuity of inducing theorem [ 7, Theorem 4.21 together with the 
relationship between weak containment and the integrands in a direct 
integral representation. See (61. 
Remark. The previous proof suggests that perhaps the problem of the 
existence of continuous extension is identical with the problem of continuity 
of inducing. Indeed, as in the preceding proof, one can see that “almost 
every” irreducible representation p of H,, which is weakly contained in the 
induced representation UL = IND,~~L’(L), is an element of (H, );. In fact, if L 
is a CCR-representation, then every irreducible representation p of H, . 
which is weakly contained in UL, is an element of (H,,);. The reverse 
inclusion is, however, not true. A counterexample is provided by the regular 
representation of a nonamenable group, i.e., the representation which is 
induced from the trivial representation of the trivial subgroup. Nevertheless, 
there is much interplay between continuity of inducing and the existence of 
continuous extension. We choose to phrase our results here in terms of 
extendings. 
Because the map (H, V) + H is continuous from o(G) into the space of 
closed subgroups of G (see [7]), and because stability subgroups seldom 
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vary continuously, continuous extensions almost never exist. Theorem 1.2 
does not, in fact, assert the existence of a continuous extension; one reason 
being that the limit subgroup H’ need not be the stability subgroup H,,. We 
refine our problem as 
1.3. PROBLEM. Let X be a parameter space, and let f be a continuous 
map of X into 6!?(G). Suppose that f(x) = (N(x), L(x)), where each N(x) is 
normal and each HLtxj is closed. Under what conditions does there exist a 
continuous map g of X into 6?(G) (still called a “continuous extension off”) 
such that for each x in some “large” subset Y of X we have 
g(x) = (HLcxj, p(x)) with p(x) being an element of (HL~x~)~~x~ ? 
Remark. We leave the meaning of the word “Large” a bit vague. 
Ordinarily, Y will be a subset of full measure, an open dense subset, or the 
like. 
The next example shows that Problem 1.3 still has a negative answer, in 
general, and, in fact, a negative answer for the simplest parameter space. 
1.4. EXAMPLE. Let G be the Euclidean group in three dimensions, i.e., G 
is the semidirect product R3 x O(3) with respect to the natural action. Let 
K, and K, be the subgroups of O(3) which leave fixed the x axis and y axis, 
respectively. Let N be the normal subgroup R3 of G, and we take for the 
parameter space X a convergent sequence [xj] with limit point x0. Define 
characters xj of N, for j a nonnegative integer, as follows. x0 is the trivial 
character; ifj is positive and even, xj is the character determined by the triple 
((l/j 0,O); ifj is odd, xj is the character determined by the triple (0, (l/j), 0). 
Define f from X into g(G) by f(xj) = (ZV, xj). The stability subgroup H,c,j, is 
R3 x K, is j is positive and even, it is R3 x K, ifj is odd, and it is all of G if 
j = 0; Clearly no continuous extension off exists here without restricting it 
to a substantially proper subset of X. 
The varying stability subgroups complicate matters, an in the later 
sections of this paper we shall assume that the stability subgroups are 
constant. In addition, however, we will want to consider parameter spaces 
other than a simple convergent sequence. Even for the process of inducing, 
the continuity does not generalize to more complex parameter spaces. 
1.5. EXAMPLE. Let G be the real line, and let H be the subgroup of 
inegers. We consider the subset of a(G) consisting of the pairs (H, x) for x 
in k. A continuity of inducing result would give us a continuous map x + Q 
of fi into G for which 4 is weakly contained in’ IND$x. This weak 
containment requirement implies that # IH is x, whence the map x + 4 is one- 
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to-one. Because no continuous one-to-one map exists from ff into G, there is 
no such continuity of inducing result in this case. 
One important situation in which continuous extensions do exist is 
1.6. THEOREM. Let N be a closed normal subgroup of a Lie group G. let 
L be an irreducible representation of N whose stabi@ subgroup HI is 
closed, and let X be the G-orbit of L in I?. Define f from X into u(G) bj, 
f(x) = (N, x). Then there exists a continuous extension Of A i.e., for each s 
there exists an element p(x) in (H,),^  such that the map g3 defined bJ’ 
g(x) = (H,, p(x)), is continuous from X into u(G). 
Proof If x = L 0 g is in X, then H, = gH, g- ’ and is, therefore. closed. 
If x = L 0 g is in X, define the representation p(L o g) on H., by 
PV * gh =P(ghg 1)' where p is a fixed element of (H,);. Observe that if 
L 0 g = L 0 g’ then p(L 0 g) and p(L 0 g’) are equivalent. so that we may 
define unambiguously an element p(x) of (H,)- by the above formula. 
Clearly, p(x) belongs to (H,):. 
That the map x+ (H,,p(x)) is continuous follows from the definition of 
the topology on U(G) together with the fact that, for each x in X, there exists 
a cross section y, of X (=G/H,) into G which is continuous on a 
neighborhood of x. Such cross sections exist because G is a Lie group. 
Locally continuous corss sections on homogeneous spaces need not exist 
for totally disconnected groups, see Example 2.3, so that we have no 
conjecture about the validity of the preceding theorem for non-Lie groups. 
The construction of the continuous extension in the previous proof is a 
very natural one. However, this construction may not work if X is more than 
a single orbit in fi. 
1.7. EXAMPLE. Let G be the semidirect product TJ2 x i:, where the real 
number t acts on the plane by the matrix (T,’ ,,“,). Let N be the normal 
subgroup of G consisting of the points along the x asix in i, and let X be the 
set of characters of N determined by the nonnegative real numbers. Then X 
is the union of two G-orbits in k: the set of positive reals and singleton 0. 
Define f from X into U(G) by f (x) = (N, x). If x > 0 then H., = 1)’ while H,, 
is all of G. Problem 1.3 reduces, in this case, to finding a continuous map g 
of X into (T’2)^ of the form g(x) = (x,~) and, obviously. such a map exists. 
However, if we try to construct this map using the “natural” method of the 
previous proof, we will very likely fail. For instance, if we begin by assigning 
to the point x = 1 the pair (1, l), we will be forced by the natural method to 
send the positive number x to the pair (x. l/x), and this mapping has no 
continuous extension to the entire set X. 
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Example 1.7 indicates that Problem 1.3 is already complicated in the 
simplest of situations. We will simplify matters for the rest of the paper by 
assuming that the stability subgroups are constant. Nevertheless, to obtain 
even semi-positive results, it will be necessary to impose stronger hypotheses 
on the L(x)‘s and to relax our requirements on the extending map. 
II. THE CONSTANT SUBGROUP CASE 
In this section, we examine Problem 1.3 when neither the normal subgroup 
nor the stability subgroup is varying. We reformulate the problem in this 
context. 
2.1. PROBLEM. Let N be a closed normal subgroup of a separable locally 
compact group H, let X be a parameter space, and letfbe a continuous map 
of X into fi such that f(x) is H-invariant for every x in a “large” subset Y. 
of X. Under what conditions does there exist a continuous map g of X into H 
such that g(x) belongs to I-ifcx, for every x in some large subset Y, ofX? 
Remark. Again, g will be called a “continuous extension off;” and the 
meaning of the word “large” will be interpreted as in the paragraph following 
Problem 1.3. 
2.2. EXAMPLE. Let H be the real line, N be the subgroup of integers, and 
X be the dual group fi of N. Defineffrom X into ti by f&) = x. In this case, 
Problem 2.1 reduces to finding a continuous map x -+ 4 of fi into Z? for 
which $ IN is x for “most” x’s. The continuity of such a map implies that 
4 IN =x for all x, whence x + 4 would be one-to-one. Just as in Example 1.5, 
no such continuous map can exist, so that no continuous extension offexists 
in this case. 
Of course, continuous extensions do exist for the previous example if X is 
taken to be any proper subset of fi. The following shows that even this can 
fail. 
2.3. EXAMPLE. Let H be the direct sum of countably many copies of the 
group of integers, let N be the subgroup of H consisting of the elements each 
of whose coordinates is an even integer, let X be a subset of fi, and define f 
from X into A by f(x) =x. Again, Problem 2.1 reduces to finding a 
continuous map x -+ 4 of X into i? such that 4 IN =x for all x in X. Letting 
No denote the subgroup of Z? consisting of the characters of H which are 
trivial on N, we know that fi is homeomorphic and isomorphic to H/No. 
The dual version to Problem 2.1 is then to find a cross section of &/No into 
A which is continuous on X. Since fi is a countable product of circles, and 
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N” is a countable product of two-element groups, we see that fi/N” is 
homeomorphic to a countable product of circles. Since each coordinate 
function of any cross section of fi/N’ into fi must be some square root 
function, and since each open subset of a product space is restricted in only 
a finite number of coordinates, we see that no cross section can be 
continuous on any open subset of g/No. Consequently, no continuous 
extension off can exist if X has a nonempty interior. In particular, not even 
a locally continuous extension exists. (We are indebted to Arlan Ramsay for 
pointing out this example.) 
The lemma which follows is formulated with a disconnected stability 
subgroup in mind. With the strengthened hypotheses of this lemma, we do 
obtain a semi-positive answer to Problem 2.1. We will incorporate the 
conclusions of the lemma into our final reformulation of the continuous 
extension problem. 
Recall that the “spectrum” sp(~), of a unitary representation rc of a locally 
compact group G, is the set of all irreducible representations p of G which 
are weakly contained in 71. See [S]. A representation rr is a “CCR- 
representation” if rrf is a completely continuous operator for eachfin L’(G), 
and a representation is “CCR-reducible” if it is equivalent to a direct sum of 
irreducible CCR-representations. Finally, an irreducible representation 71 is a 
CCR-representation if and only if singleton 71 is a closed subset of the dual 
space d of G. 
2.4. LEMMA. Let N be a closed normal subgroup of a separable locally 
compact group H, let Ho be an open normal subgroup of H which contains 
N, let X be a parameter space, and let f be a continuous map of X into .@ 
such that f(x) is H-invariant for every x in some large subset Y,, of X. 
Suppose that, for each x in Y,, the induced representation U”, defined to be 
INDC f (x), is CCR-reducible. Suppose,j?nally, that there exists a continuous 
map go of X into (Ho)- such that g”(x) is an irreducible subrepresentation 
of the induced representation INDk?f (x) for every x in Y,. and define g 
from X into the set of representations of H by g(x) = IND$,,( g”(x)). Then 
(i) For each x in Y,, sp( g(x)) is Jinite, and every element of this 
spectrum belongs to tircx,. 
(ii) The map x --t sp( g(x)) is continuous on X in the sense that: iJ‘ /x, I 
converges to x in X and tf u belongs to sp( g(x)) then there exists a sequence 
lai] of elements of I?, with u,~ belonging to sp(g(x,)), such that u = lim o,. 
ProoJ Condition (ii) is an immediate consequence of the continuity of 
inducing theorem, so that we need only verify (i). Thus, let x in Y,, be given 
and denote by H, the stability subgroup of H for g”(x). Since g”(X) is a 
subrepresentation of INDy"'f(x), we know that g(x) itself is a direct sum of 
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irreducible subrepresentations. From Mackey’s theory, we know then that 
A ;;lp, is a direct sum of irreducible u-representations. (Here, u is a Mackey 
multlplier on H,/H’ x H,.H” associated to g”(x), and A;;I,7,HcTj is the 
regular u-representation of the little group HJH’.) Because H,/H’ is 
discrete, it then follows that H,/H’ must be finite. Again from Mackey’s 
theory, we find that g(x) must be a finite sum of irreducible subrepresen 
tations of Ux, and this proves the first half of part (i). The other half is 
immediate, since g(x) 1 (H0j is by inspection a multiple of g”(x). 
The map g of the preceding lemma fails to be a continous extension off; 
as we have defined it, because the g(x)‘s need not be irreducible. On the 
other hand, the existence of a map g, for which sp(g(x)) is finite for most 
x’s, is a result which can have useful applications. See [ 2, Section III]. We 
reformulate our problem one last time. 
2.5. PROBLEM. Let N be a closed normal subgroup of a separable locally 
compact group H, let X be a parameter space, and let f be a continuous map 
of X into I? such that S(x) is H-invariant for every x in a large subset Y of 
X. Under what conditions does there exist a map g of X into the set ot 
representations of H such that 
(i) For each x in Y, sp(g(x)) is finite and every element of this 
spectrum belongs to fifcx,. 
(ii) If [xj] is a sequence in X which converges to an element x and if 
u is an element of sp( g(x)) then there exists a sequence [ai] of elements of of 
A, with uj belonging to sp(g(xj)) such that u = lim u,~. 
(iii) If [xi] is a sequence of elements of Y which converges to an 
element x of Y and if for each j the representation u,~ belongs to sp( g(xi)) 
then there exists an element u of sp(g(x)) which is a cluster point of the 
sequence [u,i]. 
Such a map g will be called a “continuous extending off”, and the three 
conditions will be referred to as the “continuity of extending conditions.” 
Remark. Condition (iii) is the new idea. It ensures, for one thing, that no 
portions of the spectra of the g(xi)‘s can slide away to infinity as s, 
appraches x, i.e., the sets sp(g(xj)) are uniformly bounded as x,~ converges to 
x. Also, if g(x) is irreducible for x in Y, and if fi is Hausdorff. then 
condition (iii) simply asserts the openness of the map g on Y. The three 
conditions together assert that g is a homeomorphism on Y. Since fi is rare11 
Hausdorff, condition (iii) is at best a “weakly open” condition, in general. 
Examples 2.2 and 2.3 still provide negative answers even for this refor 
mulated problem. In fact, there exist no maps g for these examples which 
satisfy conditions (i) and (ii). 
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III. A CONTINUITY OF EXTENDING THEOREM 
The hypotheses of our main theorem include the assumption that certain 
induced representations are CCR-reducible. Lemma 3.1 shows how this 
hypothesis fits with Mackey theory. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let N be a closed normal subgroup of a separable locally, 
compact group G, and let L be an irreducible representation of N whose 
stability subgroup H is closed. Then 
(i) If the induced representation 1ND.c L is CCR-reducible then the 
induced representation INDE L is CCR-reducible. 
(ii) INDfi L is CCR-reducible if and only ifAGH!hrj is CCR-reducible. 
where UJ is a Mackey multiplier on H/N + H/N associated to L, and where 
2 Gi/N, is the regular o-representation of H/N. (The definition of a multiplier 
representation being CCR is analogous to the one for unitary represen 
tations.) 
ProoJ Statement (ii) is more or less immediate from Mackey’s theory. 
See, for example, [3]. To prove (i), write INDfc’L as a direct integral 
J’ as W” dp(s), where S is a countably separated Bore1 space, ,U is a finite 
Bore1 measure on S, and each W” is irreducible and weakly contained in 
INDC L. Since, by inspection, [INDE L] IN is equivalent to a multiple of L. 
we have that [OS [ W”] IN dp( ) s is e q uivalent to a multiple of L. So, we have 
that W’ lM is a multiple of L for almost all s in S. But then INDZ L is the 
direct integral i as [IND$( W’)] dp(s), and almost all the integrands here are 
irreducible. If IND: L is CCR-reducible, then, by [8, Theorem 2.1 1 and an 
exhaustion argument, we see that there exist disjoint subsets S’ of S such 
that INDg(W”) is equivalent to rri for every s in S’ (the 7~“s being the 
irreducible constituents of IND,: L). Then, by Mackey’s theory, there exists 
for each i an irreducible representation W’ of H such that W” is equivalent 
to W’ for each s in S’. Clearly, then INDC L is a direct sum of irreducibles. 
That these subrepresentations are CCR-representations follows directly from 
the continuity of inducing theorem. 
We are now ready to state our main theorem on the continuity of 
Mackey’s extension process. 
3.2. THEOREM (Continuity of Extending). Let N be a closed normal 
vector subgroup of a Lie group H, and let x be a character of N. Suppose 
that for all positive t the character tx is H-invariant and that the induced 
representationH IND, tx is CCR-reducible. Then there exists a map t + pi. 
.from the set of nonnegative real numbers into the set of representations qf H. 
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satisfying the following three conditions (the continuity of extending 
conditions). 
(i) For each positive t, pt is a direct sum of finitely many of the 
irreducible subrepresentations of IND: tx, and p0 is weakly contained 
in IND: 0. 
(ii) If [tj] is a sequence of nonnegative real numbers which converges 
to a number t, and if o is an element of sp@‘), then there exists a sequence 
[crj] of irreducible representations of H, with oj belonging to sp@(“‘) such 
that o = lim aj. 
(iii) If [tj] is a sequence of positive real numbers which converges to 
positive number t, and if for each j the representation o,i is an element of 
sp@“j’), then there exists an element u of sp@‘) which is a cluster point of 
the sequence (oj]. 
Remark. In the terminology of Problem 2.5, we are taking X to be the 
set of nonnegative reals, and we define f (t) to be the character tx of N for t 
in X. The set Y of positive real numbers plays the role of the “large” subset 
of X, and the map t + pf is a continuous extension off. 
The hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 do not fit nicely into an inductive 
argument, so we shall derive it as a special case of the more technical result. 
3.3. THEOREM. Let H be a Lie group, and let N be a closed normal 
subgroup of H which is the direct product D X A of a discrete central 
subgroup D and a closed normal vector subgroup A. Suppose that 4 is a 
character of D, VJ is a nonzero character of A, and xt is defined to be the 
character of N given by #x(tv) for t 2 0. Assume the following two 
hypotheses hold: 
(A) For t > 0, the character xt is H-invariant and the induced 
representation I/‘, defined by U’ = INDE(&, is CCR-reducible. 
(B) If K is a compact torus in H/N, then there exists a Bore1 cross 
section of H/N into H which is a continuous isomorphism on K. 
Then there exists a map t -+ p’, from the set of nonnegative real numbers 
into the set of representations of H, satisfying the three continuity of 
extending conditions. (See the statement of Theorem 3.2). 
Remark. To see that Theorem 3.2 follows from Theorem 3.3, we must 
verify that assumption (B) always holds in the case that there is no discrete 
central subgroup D. But this is a standard result about compact extensions of 
vector groups. 
proof: We give first a lemma, reminiscent of Lemma 2.4, which gsen- 
tially enables us to reduce to the case where H/N is connected. “bus, 
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suppose that Ho is an open normal subgroup of H which contains N. By 
Mackey’s subgroup theorem [lo] and the fact that Ho is open, we see that 
the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3 applies to HO. 
3.4. LEMMA. Suppose that there exists a map t + r’, from the set of 
nonnegative real numbers into the set of representations of Ho. which 
satisfies the continuity of extending conditions. Set p’ = IND$,(r’). Then 
the map t + p’ satisfies the continuity of extending conditions. 
Proof of 3.4. We must simply verify the three conditions for the pl’s. 
Conditions (i) and (ii) follow immediately from Lemma 2.4, so that we need 
only check condition (iii). The verification of this condition is nontrivial. 
Thus, let It,i] be a sequence of positive real numbers which converges to a 
positive number t, and let [oj] be a sequence of representations of H with cr, 
being an element of sp@“j’). We need to show that there exists an element u 
of sp@‘) which is a cluster point of the sequence [si 1. For each j, choose an 
element si of sp(r”j’) for which uj is a subrepresentation of IND&,,(sj). By 
condition (iii) for the r-l’s, we may assume, by passing to a subsequence if 
necessary, that the sequence [sj] converges to an element s of sp(r’). From 
continuity of inducing, we know that every element of the spectrum of 
IND:‘,,,, s is the limit of some sequence [o,!] with u,; belonging to sp@‘f’). 
But. because the pt’s are not necessarily irreducible, we cannot make an easy 
argument to show that the given sequence [uj] converges to anything at all. 
We proceed in a different way. 
For each j, let Hj denote the stability subgroup of H for si and choose an 
irreducible representation V, of Hj such that v, /(Ho> is a multiple of si and 
such that 0 is equivalent to INDH(Vj). We will show that the sequence 
1 (Hi, vi) J of subgroup-representation pairs converges to a pair (H’, V’). and 
that sp(IND$, V’) is contained in sp@‘). Then, by the full continuity of 
inducing theorem, we will have that [si] converges to some element of sp@‘) 
as desired. We acutally show the convergence of some subsequence of the 
sequence [ (Hj, Vj)] by proving that the corresponding sequence IP’ 1 of 
irreducible * -representations of the “subgroup C*-algebra” C,*(H) (defined 
in [ 7 I) belongs to a compact subset of the dual space of C*-algebra. 
Denote by (HO):,, the set of all irreducible representations r of HO which 
belong to the reduced dual of Ho and which restrict on N to be a multiple of 
the character xt. We claim that the representation s (the limit of the sequence 
Isj]) is an open point in (HO);,,. Indeed, if K denotes the kernel of xII then 
K is normal in all of Ho, and so we may regard every element of (HO),,,,, as 
a representation of the quotient group HO/K. If we think of X, as a character 
of the (now compact) subgroup N/K, then it follows directly that (H”),,,, is 
homeomorphic to the analogously-defined set (HO/K);,,, . And, because 
N/K is compact, this latter set is homeomorphic to the spectrum ot 
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IND&‘;~‘(JJ. S’ mce s is now a subrepresentation of the regular represen- 
tation of the Lie group Ho/K, we have by [9] that singleton s is open in the 
reduced dual of Ho/K and, therefore, is open in the spectrum of 
IND~~~$‘~l). This establishes the claim. 
Now let f be a continuous function with compact support in Ho such that 
]]sr]] = 1 and ]]s;]] < f for all s’ # s in (HO);,,, . We define the continuous 
function f’ on H be extending f to zero outside Ho, and we use f’ to define a 
compact subset C of the dual space of the subgroup*-C-algebra* C,(H). 
Namely, let C be the set of all irreducible *-representations P of C,*(H) for 
which ]] Ppll > i. If Pj is the *-representation of C,*(H) determined by the 
pair (Hj, V,), then we have that Pj belongs to C for largej because 
for large j. 
Therefore, by passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that the 
sequence [(Hj, Vi)] converges to a pair (H’, I”) in a (H). The lemma will be 
proved then if we show that sp(INDi, V’) is contained in sp@‘). 
Since I” IN is a multiple of xt, it follows that every element of sp(I” IcHO)) 
restricts on N to be a multiple of xt. Also, each element of sp(V’ ](& 
belongs to the reduced dual of Ho since each Sj belongs to that reduced dual. 
So sp(V’ ItHO)) is a subset of (HO);,,,. Because 
II [V’ I(HoJfII~ which equals ]] V;,,,,l(], = 1, 
it must be that s is at least weakly contained in I” IcHO). Since singleton s is 
open in (Ho&,,,, it follows that s actually is a subrepresentation of I” lcHoJr 
and this implies that V’ ] (HOJ is concentrated on the H’ orbit of s (H’)rThen, 
from the imprimitivity theorem, we know that V’ is induced from a represen- 
tation W of the stability subgroup H” of H’ for s, where W ],HOJ is a multiple 
of s. Now, just as in the verification of condition (i) of Lemma 2.4, we find 
that H”/H’ is finite, whence I” is a subrepresentation of IND& s and, 
therefore, that every element of sp(INDg, V’) belongs to sp@‘). This 
completes the proof of Lemma 3.4. 
We continue with the proof of Theorem 3.3. By the preceding lemma, we 
may assume that H/N is connected. Further, because the vector group A is 
assumed to be normal in H, it follows that the identity component in the 
kernel of w  is normal in H and all the representations U’ are trivial on this 
connected component. We may suppose then that A is one-dimensional, 
contained in the center of H, and parameterized by real numbers r so that 
the characters x1 are given by the formulas Xt(dr) = d(d) e”’ for d in D, r in 
R, and tinR. 
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The rest of the proof will be divided into four parts depending on the 
structure of the connected Lie group H/N. 
Part 1. Suppose H/N is compact. Then the Lie group H/D must be a 
semidirect product AK of the subgroup A with a compact group K. Since A 
is central, this semidirect product is direct, and the group H is a product KA. 
where K contains D. Choose any irreducible representation rt of K whose 
restriction to D is a multiple of 4, and define representations p’ of H by 
&) = eitr7cK, for k in K and r in A. The verification of the continuity of 
extending conditions is immediate. 
We note that the above argument completes the proof of the theorem in 
case H/N is semisimple. For, the hypotheses imply that H/N has a CCR- 
reducible regular u-representation for some multiplier (T. It is well known that 
this is impossible for a noncompact semisimple Lie group. 
We shall be arguing by induction on the dimension of the group H/N, and 
we observe that Part 1 gives the proof in case H/N is one-dimensional. (A 
connected one-dimensional Lie group, having a completely reducible regular 
a-representation, must be torus.) We assume that Theorem 3.3 is true 
whenever the group H/N has dimension <p, and we suppose that H/N has 
dimension =p. 
Part 2. Suppose H/N contains a normal torus of positive dimension. By 
assumption (B), we may assume that the inverse image N in H of the torus K 
in H/N is a central subgroup of the form K’ X D x A, where K’ is a torus in 
H which is isomorphic to K. It follows directly that the hypotheses of the 
theorem apply to the group H/K’ with respect to the normal subgroup N/K’. 
and that assumptions (A) and (B) hold for the appropriate characters of 
N/K’. The theorem then follows from the inductive hypotheses. 
Remark. It is in this part of the proof that assumption (B) seems to be 
crucial. If the inverse image of K in H does not split (as guaranteed by (B)). 
we do not see how to reduce to the inductive hypotheses. 
We have treated the case when H/N is semisimple and the case when H/N 
contains a nontrivial normal torus. We are left then with the case where H/N 
contains a nontrivial closed normal vector subgroup V. We fix such a vector 
subgroup V of smallest positive dimension, and we write M for the inverse 
image of V in H. 
Part 3. Suppose M is abelian. We may write M as the direct product 
M = D x A x V’, where V’ is isomorphic to I’. We then represent the 
characters of M as triples (cz, s, ‘1) for a in fi, s in a, and q in p. Because 
both D and A belong to the center of H, the action of a group element x of H 
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on k can be expressed by (a, s, ?r) . x = (a, s, (A,(r) + b,(a, s))), where A, is 
a linear transformation of p and where 6, is a homomorphism of fi x a 
into 81. Since fi is compact, it follows that there exists an element w, of p 
such that bX(a, s) = SW,. 
Let ,U be the measure E$ x E, x dr on ii?, where cl and E, denote point 
masses and where dq is Haar measure on p. Then let p be the represen- 
tation of M defined by the direct integral p = j (a, s, q) dp(a, s, r,~). Since p is 
equivalent to IND$k,), we have that INDEp is CCR-reducible. If rr is one 
of the irreducible subrepresentations of INDEp, then it follows from 
Theorem 2.1 of [8] that there exists an element [ of p such that rr is a 
subrepresentation of INDG@, 1,c). Since 7~ Iw is a subrepresentation of 
wxhl I,449 which is by inspection a multiple of p, it follows that the H- 
orbit 0, of the character (4, 1, [) must have positive p measure. From the 
previous calculation of the action of H on il?i we see that 0, is of the form 
[#I x [II x Qs, where Q, is the subset of 9 consisting of the elements 
AX(c) + w, as x runs over H. Because Q, is a submanifold of positive 
measure in the Euclidean space p, we see that Q, is open, whence 
dim Q, = dim K 
Now let r denote the stability subgroup of H for the character (4, 1, <), 
and observe that r also is the stability subgroup for the characters (4, t, t() 
for t > 0. We denote by r0 the inverse image in r of the connected 
component in the group I’/iV, and we wish to apply the inductive hypotheses 
to the group r0 with normal subgroup M. 
Set A ’ = A x I”. Then M is the direct product D x A ‘. Put v/’ equal to the 
character (1, c) of A ‘, and define x; to be the character # x (by’) = (4, t, t(‘) 
of M. We must verify assumptions (A) and (B). 
Clearly, each x; is TO-invariant. If t > 0 is given, let Q, denote the 
submanifold of p consisting of the elements @I,([) + tw, for x running over 
H. Then the H-orbit 0, of the character x; is [#] x [t] x Q,. Since 
dim Q, = dim 0, (0, being the H-orbit of (xi)) = dim(T/M) = dim 0, = 
dim Q, = dim V, we see that Q, has positive Haar measure in p. So, from 
Mackey’s theory, we know that some multiple of INDckj) is equivalent to 
jcpIj INDg(@, t, q) dq, which is a subrepresentation of INDEk,), and this is 
CCR-reducible. Hence, INDG($) is CCR-reducible, and then, by the 
subgroup theorem, INDL’;O’(&) is CCR-reducible. This establishes 
assumption (A). 
Assumption (B) holds for r0 because V is a vector group and (B) holds 
for H. 
Applying the inductive hpotheses, we know that there exists a map t + Y’, 
of the set of nonnegative reals into the set of representations of To, satisfying 
the continuity of extending conditions. By Lemma 3.4, there exists a map 
t+ r”, of the set of nonnegative reals into the set of representations of r, 
satisfying the continuity of extending conditions. We define pf on H by 
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pf = INDF(r”), and the continuity of extending conditions for the p“s 
follows directly from the corresponding ones for the r”‘s. This completes the 
third part of the proof. 
Remark. Without Lemma 3.4, this part of the proof seems impossible to 
carry out. 
Part 4. Suppose that A4 is not abelian. Choose a locally continuous 
cross section y of H/N into H. Then, a Mackey multiplier of (H/N) X (H/N), 
associated to xr, is given by q(x, Y> = X~(Y(XY) [Y(Y) I -- ’ [Y(X) 1~ ’ ) = 
#(d(x, y)) eifr(x,y), where d(x,y) and r(x, y) are the D and A components of 
Y(v)MY)l- Y(X)1 -‘. 
Observe that the subgroup V, of V, consisting of the elements u in V for 
which w~(u, o) = wI(w, U) for all w in V, is a normal vector subgroup of 
H/N. By the minimality of the dimension, V, either is trivial or is all of c’. 
Let us show that, for t > 0, V, is trivial. 
Thus, if ~~(0, w) = o~(w, U) for all u and w, then it follows that V(U) y(us) = 
y(w) y(v) for all small u and w (y is locally continuous). Hence, M is locally 
abelian and, since D belongs to the center of M, it must be that M is globally 
abelian, which is contrary to our assumption in this fourth part of the proof. 
Consequently, V, is trivial for all t > 0, whence w, is “totally skew” on 
VX V. See 141. 
Because D is central in A4 and A is one-dimensional, we have that M is the 
direct product D x Mo, where M” is a (2~’ + I)-dimensional Heisenberg 
group. We may assume then that the cross section y is chosen to map V into 
MO (i.e., that d(v, w) = l), and that there exists a nonsingular skewsym- 
metric bilinear form Q on vx v such that r(c, w) = 
Y(U + ~M~>l-‘MW = Q(u, w> f or all L’ and u’ in V. We may 
decompose V as a direct sum of two j-dimensional subspaces in such a way 
that Q is represented by the matrix (J’ , h), and the multipliers w, can take 
the form on V x V: wI(u, w) = e”o”‘*““. 
For each x in H and u in V, define r,(u) and c-’ by the equation 
x?(u) x- ’ = r,(u) y(u”), where r,(u) is in A and t’-’ is in V. The map 2: --$ 11.’ is 
a linear transformation of V for each fixed x. 
Now let W’ be the unique irreducible representation of M which restricts 
on N to be a multiple of xt (t > 0). Then W’ . x is equivalent to W’ for each 
s in H, from which it follows that rX is a homomorphism of V into A and 
that Q(u~, wd) = Q(u, w) for all u, w in V and all x in H. Because Q is 
nonsingular, there exists a unique vector w, in V such that r,(c) = Q(v, w\-) 
for all v in V. 
3.5. LEMMA. Let L denote the subset of H consisting of those x’s for 
which w, = 0. Then L is a closed subgroup of H, with L C? M = N, such that 
H=LM. 
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Pro@ Expanding W~XX,Y~v~,XX,l-,l shows that w,,, = w,, + (w,)(~‘-‘). 
This shows that L is a subgroup of H. Since Q(v, WJ y(v”) = xy(v) x-‘, we 
see that x -+ w, is locally continuous, whence L is closed. 
If x = dry(v) is in M, we calculate and find that w, = 2v, whence 
L nM= N. Finally, if x is in H and v is defined to be -w,/2, then xy(v) 
belongs to L, whence H = LM. 
Now, for each x in H, let s(x) be the linear transformation u + vX of I’. 
Then s is a homomorphism of H into the symplectic group SP(2j), and the 
kernel of s contains M. We write U for the “Weil representation” of SP(2j). 
See [ 11 or 14, Chap. 51. The Weil representation is related to the represen- 
tations W’ by 
(9 U,,,,Wk &ii, = Wtxnx-Il for all x in H, all m in M, and all t > 0. 
(ii) The “Weil multiplier” t on SP(2j) x SP(2j), associated to U, 
takes values in the two element group (1, -1). 
(iii) The Weil multiplier is a coboundary on each compact connected 
subgroup of SP(2j). 
Now fix a cross section 6 of H/M into H whose range belongs to L, and 
define particular Mackey extensions @’ of the invariant representations W’ 
by %wm, = It follows that a Mackey multipler u, on 
(H/M) x (H/M~“iz~ss!&ted to W’, is given by ut(z, z’) = 
Xt@k z’) W(Z))~ +w>)~ w h ere n(z, z’) is the element of N given by 
n(z, z’) = [S(zz’)] -l 6(z) tqz’). 
We define next a Lie group H’, whose underlying set is Z, X L and in 
which multiplication is given by (E, x)(E’, x’) = (EE’~(s(x), s(x’)) xx’). (There 
is a unique structure making H’ into a Lie group with this multiplication.) 
Let N’ denote the subgroup Z, x N in H’, and set D’ equal to the discrete 
central subgroup Z, X D in H’. We let 4’ denote the character of D’ given 
by 4’(@ = qW), an d we write xj for the character of N’ given by X;(E dr) = 
$‘(cd) e”‘. We wish to apply the inductive hypotheses to the group H’. 
Clearly N’ is the direct product of the discrete central subgroup D’ with 
the normal vector subgroup A. Note that, even if there were no discrete 
subgroup D to begin with, the nontrivial subgroup Z, occurs in this inductive 
step necessitating the D in the hypothesis of the theorem. We may apply the 
inductive hypotheses as soon as we verify conditions (A) and (B). 
Let t > 0 be given. Since N’ belongs to the center of H’, we have that xj is 
H/-invariant. A Mackey multiplier on (H’/N’) x (H//N’), associated to x;, 
which is, after all, the same as (H/M) x (H/M), is the multiplier ut 
computed above. So, because W’ is a subrepresentation of INDEk,) and, 
therefore, INDg(W’) is CCR-reducible, we have that A&$,,) is CCR- 
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reducible by Lemma 3.1. Then, using that lemma in the reverse direction. we 
have that INDt:OI,) is CCR-reducible which establishes (A). 
To check (B), let K be a torus in H//N’, i.e., in L/N. Then K is a torus in 
H/N, and there exists a cross section y of H/N into H which is an 
isomorphism on K. Since the Weil multiplier is a coboundary on the 
compact group s(y(K)), it follows that there exists a cross section c of 
H’lZ,, which is L, into H’ which is an isomorphism on y(K). The 
composition of c with y provides the cross section needed to verify (B). 
So, by the inductive hypotheses, there exists a map t--f r’, of the 
nonnegative reals into the set of representations of H’, satisfying the 
continuity of extending conditions. For each t, we define a multiplier 
representation ? of H/M by Fz = r{,,:, . Then J is a u,-representation of 
H/M, and we define representations pf of H by b’ = @’ @ I?’ . 6), where B is 
the projection of H onto H/M. 
The verification of the continuity of extending conditions for the p”s is 
relatively straightforward. Conditions (ii) and (iii) follow from Fell’s 
description of the hull-kernel topology in terms of positive definite functions. 
Note that, for each fixed x in H, the operators I@” vary continuously in the 
strong operator topology. 
This complete the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
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